
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a development analyst. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for development analyst

Create valuation/merger models with varying levels of granularity based on
stage of deal
Discover new potential donors to the University, especially those who have
capacity to give more than $50,000 to the university
Qualify prospects for their capacity and for potential areas of interest so that
they can be assigned to the portfolio where they are most likely to have
successful engagement and solicitation
Work within the Development and Alumni Relations department in a
collaborative way to ensure that our prospects are being engaged and
cultivated throughout the University
Research and write profiles on principal gift ($5 million+) and major gift
donors ($50 thousand+) and other prospects in direct response to requests
from the University President, the Vice President for Development and
Alumni Relations, development officers, other university professionals, and
faculty
Compose documents (profiles, biographies, project summaries) using style,
grammar, and content appropriate to specific audiences
Interpret and translate complex financial, legal and corporate language into
easily comprehensible terms while adhering to University standards of
discretion and confidentiality
Extract and communicate key information which directs cultivation and
solicitation strategies
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request
Share responsibility with the rest of the Research team for monitoring outside
news sources for updates on known major gift and principal gift prospects
and for discovery of information that will lead to new major gift and principal
gift prospects

Qualifications for development analyst

Business, Engineering
Product Development / new product introduction experience
Knowledgeable in The scrum framework, User Stories
Prefer 2 years prior experience in real estate or brokerage support
Ability to analyze data and usage patterns
Knowledge of Federal CRM tools and familiarity with research and analytic
tools in Federal space a plus (FBO, DELTEK/GOV WIN, FPDS)


